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Function Introduction 

Temperature monitoring- The liquid nitrogen monitoring system has 2 independent monitoring sensor 
(PT-100), one is to monitoring the top temperature, another is to monitoring the bottom 
temperature 

Top high temperature alarm- if the temperature higher than the setting value, it will alarm. 

Top low temperature alarm- if the temperature lower than the setting value, it will alarm. 

Bottom high temperature alarm----- if the temperature higher than the setting value, it will alarm. 

Bottom low temperature alarm----- if the temperature lower than the setting value, it will alarm. 

Parameter setting value 

Item set value 

Top high temperature alarm -160℃ 

Top low temperature alarm -195℃ 

Bottom high temperature alarm -190℃ 

Bottom low temperature alarm -200℃ 

Display 

Power 

Control port 

Liquid nitrogen level sensor 

USB port 

Bottom temperature 
sensor 

Top temperature 
sensor 
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Liquid nitrogen level monitoring ---- The intelligent liquid nitrogen monitoring system uses a capacitive 
liquid level sensor to monitor the liquid nitrogen level height in the liquid nitrogen tank, and 
monitors the level height in real time (measurement accuracy 1mm) through the change of the 
liquid nitrogen level height affecting the capacitance value. 

Liquid nitrogen level control---- user can control the liquid level in the liquid nitrogen tank according to the 
user-defined parameter settings; 

Auto Fill ---- user can entry into parameter setting to open or close the auto-fill function 

When auto-fill is open, the Liquid nitrogen monitoring system can start or stop the fill according 
the parameter setting of <Start Fill > and <Stop Fill> 

When Auto Fill is close, it will become a manual fill model 

Manual fill----- when use the manual fill, when the liquid nitrogen reach the <Stop Fill> parameter 
setting value, the system will switch off the solenoid valve automatically, the 
manual fill stops. 

Start Fill----  when liquid nitrogen level lower than the parameter setting, the system can open the 
solenoid valve to fill the LN2. 

Stop Fill----  when the liquid nitrogen higher than the parameter setting, system closes the 
solenoid valve to stop filling the LN2. 

Filling time out alarm---- when LN2 filling time exceeds the parameter setting, system will auto 
close the solenoid valve and activate the alarm. 

High level alarm--- when LN2 level exceeds the setting valve, alarm is activated. 

Low level alarm--- when LN2 level lower than the setting valve, alarm is activated. 

Parameter setting Reference 

Item CryoMaster 2400 CryoMaster 3000/6000 

Start Fill 80mm 110mm 

Stop Fill 110mm 135mm 

Filling timeout alarm 20min 20min 

Exhaust timeout alarm 3min 3min 

High level alarm 150mm 150mm 

Low level alarm 80mm 80mm 
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Hot air Bypass---- The Liquid nitrogen Monitoring system will discharge the hot gas in the pipe line and 
liquid nitrogen tank to reduce its affection on liquid nitrogen tank temperature. when <Exhaust 
Temperature> lower than the setting valve, it will close the bypass solenoid valve and open the input 
solenoid valve and start filling. 

Defog ----  When user want to check the stored samples, start this function, user can observe the 
samples more clearly. User can set the defrog time according her actual user  

Lid over time--- when the lid open time exceed the setting valve, alarm will activated. 

Alarm--- liquid nitrogen alarm monitoring system has various alarm functions 

Local alarm--- when alarm is activated, it will buzzer and the home page will display alarm information 

Data management- liquid nitrogen alarm monitoring system has the data management function, it records 
the liquid nitrogen tank temperature and liquid nitrogen level, it supports the USB output.  

Event record--- liquid nitrogen alarm monitoring system has event record function, it records the liquid 
nitrogen fill, alarm, defog etc. it support USB output. 

Authority management-- liquid nitrogen alarm monitoring system has 4 level authorization 

Non login --- user can only check the home page, but can not operate 

Operator--- user can check the data and output the data. 

Administrator--- user can check data, output the data and do parameter setting  

Super Administrator---- user can do everything.  

Screen protection--- liquid nitrogen alarm monitoring system has the screen protection, it still realtime 
display the LN2 level and temperature, and decrease the brightness and prolong the screen 
life. 
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Starting 

After power on, the device will entry into starting display, after that it will display home page. 

 

Home page 

The home page display the temperature, liquid nitrogen level, liquid nitrogen consumption etc.  There is 
3 operations fill LN2, Defog and Mute and display the Interface switching in bottom. 
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Login---- click the LOGIN, and choose the user authority, input the correct password, after that the left top 
corner will display the user name. After you login and do not operate, it will auto logout when 
it is reach setting time.  

Fill----- Click the FILL OFF/On, it can fill the liquid nitrogen into the tank. When liquid nitrogen level reach 
the <STOP Fill> value, the fill will stop.  

Defog------ click the Defog OFF/ON, it starts the Defog, when Defog reaches the setting time, it will auto 
stops 

Mute------- Click Mute OFF/ON, 

Page switch----click the bottom icon, it will switch to the page   
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Data Management 

Click the <DATA>, it will entry into data management interface, use can choose chart display or Excel 
display, see picture below: 

 

Temperature Curve--- The top part display the LN2 tank temperature, top temperature curve (Red), 
Bottom temperature curve is blue.  

Liquid nitrogen level Curve--- The red line in bottom area. 

Option operation----“”“” adjust the date, “”“” adjust the hour, “”“” adjust the minutes, “►I◄” 

define the start time 
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Click the <Excel> switch to display data in sheet. Click the “” “”  check the data 

Click <Export>,  output the data to U disk. 
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Event Recorder 

Click the < EVENT>,  entry into event record interface, it displays equipment all events and alarm 
historical data. 

 

Press<上一页> or <下一页>  to check the data  

Click the <Export>  Choose the periods and output to the U disk. 
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Parameter Setting 

Click <SET> in bottom, entry into Parameter setting interface 

 

Auto Fill----- click <OFF/On> to choose the auto fill or manual fill. <On> means auto fill, <Off> is manual fill 
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Start Fill---- set the start fill parameter value, setting range is 0~700mm 

Stop Fill---- Set the stop fill parameter value, setting range is 100~700mm. 

Exhaust Temp---- when the exhaust temperature higher than the parameter, hot gas will 
bypass 

Alarm Set---- when monitoring parameter exceeds the set value, alarm is activated. 

High level alarm---- Set the high level alarm value, setting range: 0~1000mm 

Low level alarm---- Set the low level alarm value, setting range: 0~1000mm 

High Top alarm----Set the top high temperature alarm value, setting range: -196~-120℃; 

Low Top alarm----Set the top low temperature alarm value, setting range: -196~-150℃; 

High Bottom alarm----Set the bottom low temperature alarm value, setting range: 
-196~-150℃; 

Low Bottom alarm----Set the top low temperature alarm value, setting range: -200~-198℃; 

Filling timeout alarm--- LN2 fill time setting, setting range: 20~240 min. 

Exhaust timeout alarm--- setting hot gas bypass alarm, setting range: 0~200min  

 

Other ADD—Click the > , it entries into other ADD intetface 
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Uncapping--- setting the lid open time, range: 30~240S 

Defog time----- set the defog time, when defog time exceed the setting value, defog 
function automatic close. Range: 0~300s 

Mute time---- Set the mute time, when manual mute time reach set time, the buzzer alarm 
is re-activated. 

Login time----- set the login time, when login time. 

Gas Phase Protection--- Set vapor protection temperature, when set temperature 
exceeds the setting value, the alarm is activated.  

Breath hold--- Open or close the screen protection 

Hold time ---- Screen in normal brightness, when system is without operation exceeds this 
setting value, the screen will become dark.  

 
 
 

Advanced Set 

Click <advanced>, entry into advanced setting interface 

 

Temp Calibration--- Calibrate temperature sensor,  
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Top Temp calibration---- Top sensor offset, range：-5℃~+5℃; 

Bottom Temp---- Bottom sensor offset,  range: -5℃~+5℃; 

Amb Temp---- Bypass sensor offset, range -5℃~+5℃; 

Level offset value----liquid nitrogen level sensor calibration. 

            Level offset---- Set liquid nitrogen level sensor offset, range -10mm~+10mm 

Factory setting---- click it entry into factory setting, only super administrator can entry into 
and factory instruction and permission to operate.  

Recovery Parameter--- only administrator has the authority to entry into, before restore the 
factory parameter, please record all data.  

Authority management--- It is has 4 level <ON/OFF> User can open or close this function. 

Account authority---- Click open (ON) or close (OFF) the authority management. 

Restore the password---- if user forgets the password, click it will recover all account original 
password  

Password Management 
Click the <Password>, entry into password interface. User needs to input the password. 
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Factory Contact information  
Click <ABOUT>, it will entry into factory contact information interface.  

 

Device condition 
Click <STATUS>, it status interface and display current condition below: 
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